
Lying Down 

 

The purpose of lying down in semi-supine (also called, “constructive rest” or the 

“Balanced Resting State”) is to give yourself time to practice what you are 

learning in your Alexander lessons.  

 

Take time (5 – 20 minutes) every day, to practice non-doing and let your body be 

fully supported on a horizontal surface. Whether you have had experience with 

the Alexander Technique or not, lying down gives you the opportunity to release 

muscular effort and tension, and allow your spine to lengthen. With more 

experience you can practice directing your body to restore your length, width, 

balance, coordination, and freedom of movement. 

 

1. Choose a relatively quiet, warm place where you can lie down without 

disturbance. A wood floor with a mat, rug, or carpet is good.  

 

2. Set a small stack of soft covered books on the floor for your head. The size of 

the stack of books will depend on your individual body (generally about 2 – 6” in 

height). Aim to have your face lay parallel with the ceiling, or with your forehead 

slightly higher than your chin. Propping your head on the books allows your neck 

and whole spine to release into length. The books should be positioned at the 

base of your head, where your neck ends and your head begins, so the neck can 

be free. 

 

3. Let your knees be bent so that your feet are resting on the floor near your torso 

and about as wide apart as your hips. Don!t hold the legs in position. If they 

cannot stay without falling or holding them up, then prop your knees on pillows. 

You don!t want to make muscular effort to be in this position. When the legs are 

straightened out and lengthened against the floor they are heavy and will pull 

slightly on the back, potentially creating some tension or shortening in the back. 

Bending them with the feet close to the torso, or propping them on pillows, allows 

the back to release into length. Let your hands rest loosely on your torso (sense 

the movement of breathing) with your elbows bent, or let arms lengthen along 

side your torso with hands face down.  

 

4. “Let your mind come to quiet.” Although you don!t want to try and make effort 

to do or not do anything, you can let your thoughts happen and take in what you 

notice around you.  

Prevent responding with muscular effort - Inhibit doing anything in response. 

Let your thoughts come and go while maintaining your awareness of your body 

on the floor. It does not take muscular effort to be aware.  

Notice what you are sensing (hearing, seeing, touching, smelling, and tasting). 

Include your kinesthetic sense - where do you sense weight and contact with the 

floor, what position are you in, and are you are moving or not? 



 

5. Gravity will help to allow your whole body to release along the floor, 

lengthening and widening. Practicing non-doing gives you a chance to let go of 

your habitual patterns of tension. You may feel drowsy but allow your eyes to 

stay open so that you can practice conscious rest. You can consciously choose 

to release stiffening, holding, and tightening without going to sleep or into an 

unconscious state. When you notice your mind wandering you can re-establish 

contact with the present by noticing where you are, and what you are sensing. 

 
 

6.  Practice thinking and directing: 

“Let my neck be free, to let my head release to the books and away from my 

spine, to let my whole torso expand, lengthening, and widening, with my knees 

pointing up to the ceiling, and my shoulders releasing out into width.” 

Although you are not doing anything you are practicing conscious guidance and 

control. 

 
You can do it anywhere!!!! 


